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Located in San Francisco, CA, Hotel Diva has been enduring a renovation worth up to $2 million and will finally be unveiling their
master piece in November.

With the reconstruction managed by Edmonds + Lee Architects, the hotel will embrace a brand new style that portrays a sexy and classic look
that breathes a fresh exterior while keeping up with a modern appearance parallel to the city.

The outside of the hotel has been repainted with a charcoal gray color outlining the eye popping white windows for a simplistic and
contemporary touch while the interior and main lobby will display an appealingly sleek and stylish lounge area that will also balance with their
sexy meet classy concept.

Each of the limited 116 guestrooms has been redesigned to fit this new style of the hotel. The walls will be masked in shades of grey and
accentuated with an alluring plum color. There will be lighting by Pablo Pardo, which is expected to be anything but plain as well as abstract
floors and carpet with all kinds of geometric shapes by Masland. The exclusively Ambath designed bathrooms will feature bright white Lucite
walls with a tile floor.

Hotel Diva lies in the core of San Francisco’s Union Square and is just a few shy steps away from the American Conservatory Theatre and the
Curran Theatre, the city’s two best performing arts theatre. If guests are not in the mood for any theatrical performances, there are various
activities including fine dining to enjoy and all kinds of nighttime adventures to explore around the area.

For reservations and further information on Hotel Diva, visit their website at www.hoteldiva.com.
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